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Revlon photoready eye art ingredients

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates The colors are very beautiful, don't get me wrong. I have a thr Revlon Photoready Eye Art color topaz Twinkle. I'm a little beginner when it comes to something beauty related, so I wanted to... Double down vibrant color and sparkle DESCRIPTION Go glitz with this dream duo of eyes: high power cream eye
shadow and contrasting glitter eye makeup, in one cute tube. DETAILS One end is a vibrant, creamy eye color wash over your lids, like eye shadow or applied as an eyeliner The other end is glitter eye makeup, perfect for glittering accents and highlights on your lids, lining your eyes, and even dabbing along your eyelashes! It's all about brush-cream eye
shadow going forward with a doe-foot tip, but Glitter is a super-skinny brush that makes drawing exact lines (or targeting tiny eyelash hair) cinch ophthalmologist tested Available 8 eye makeup duos HOW TO USE IT Experiment! Use these cream-colored colors like eye shadow, eyeliner (layer it for more intensity), and eyelash markers for exace d'ation level
sparkle Draw thin lines of creamy eye color at the eyelash line, and use glitter to add glitter to your eyelash tips or, draw a bold line of creamy eye color at the eyelash line , Then use glitter to light up the inner (or outer) corners of your eyes you can also apply cream eye shadows all over the lids and use glitter to fix your eyelash line really-just have fun!
Q&amp;amp;A reviews ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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